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Α1.  

1. How will the ‘’future’’ classroom be? / The classroom of the future

2. To inform about the changes that new technological advancements will bring

to education and the formation of the classroom in the future.

3. No, they will not be taken over by technology. The classrooms will adapt to

the new technological advancements and development, but there won’t be

drastic changes.

A2. 

4. B

5. C

6. B

7. A

8. B

9. A

B1. 

10. educators

11. responsibly

12. creativity

13. inaccurate

14. eradication

B2. 

15. Because of/ Due to/ owing to

16. trade off/ give up

17. should have/ must have

18. your delay/ being late

19. let… down

B3. 



20. F 

21. A 

22. E 

23. B 

24. C 

 

Γ.  

                                          Don’t abandon your ‘’friend” 

Nowadays, the problem of pet abandonment becomes more and more present. This 

particular situation brings a lot of negative consequences both to the animals’ living 

state and the society. 

Pet abandonment should be punishable, as it only causes problems and creates an 

unbearable living situation. First of all, those innocent creatures are forced to survive 

on their own in a place that is unfamiliar to them and as a result can be extremely 

dangerous. Moreover, cities and towns are surrounded by abandoned pets creating a 

negative state to the society. Starving dogs and cats are lurking around, trying to find 

food and shelter, which can make them aggressive towards people. They can also be 

the cause of many car accidents.  

Adopting and taking care of a pet is considered to be highly beneficial to peoples’ 

mental health. A pet is one of people ‘s best friends. They are always present, trying 

to cheer their owner and it is proved that having a pet improves people’s mental state. 

In addition, by giving home to an unprotected animal, you offer them a chance to find 

joy, as well. 

In conclusion, pet abandonment only causes harm and people should be very mindful 

before having a pet, as it is a very serious responsibility.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


